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He has a diverse background in R&D, consulting, and 
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COURSE TRAINERWe all have heard about DevSecOps, Shifting Left, 
Rugged DevOps but there are no clear examples or 
frameworks available for security professionals to 
implement in their organization. This hands-on course will 
teach you exactly that, tools and techniques to embed 
security as part of the DevOps pipeline. Delegates will 
learn how unicorns like Google, Facebook, Amazon, Etsy 
handle security at scale and what we can learn from them 
to mature our security programs.
 
In this course, you will learn how to handle security at 
scale using DevSecOps practices. We will start off with the 
basics of the DevOps, DevSecOps and move towards 
advanced concepts such as Threat Modelling as Code, 
RASP/IAST, Container Security, Secrets management, etc

BENEFITS OF ATTENDING:
 Create a culture of sharing and collaboration among the stakeholders. 
 Start or mature your application security program using DevOps practices
 Scale security team's effort to reduce the attack surface. 
 Embed security as part of DevOps and CI/CD Start or mature your application security program using 

modern Secure SDLC practices. 
 Harden infrastructure using Infrastructure as Code and maintain compliance using Compliance as Code 

tools and techniques. 
 Consolidate and co-relate vulnerabilities to scale false-positive analysis using automated tools.
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